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“Well, indeed, she’s not as talented as you are, so she really should spend more time.”

“Then Fifth Uncle, I’ll help you refine the spirit stones.”

After that, Omi helped Tang Jingtian, soaring to the Mahayana stage.

After waiting for another twenty days, Qing Jian of the Qing Clan was finally captured and returned.

When Omi arrived at the Qing Clan, Qing Jian was kneeling in the hall with a terrified face.

Omi ordered Qing Jian’s parents, as well as his grandparents and other immediate family members, to
execute Qing Jian piece by piece, overturning his death as he howled, so that Qing Jian could watch
his flesh being eaten by dogs, leaving only a skeleton of bones in the end.

Omi slapped that skeleton to smithereens.

I won’t go into details here, lest I be suspected of being long-winded.

After that, Omi and Mu Qianji, at the risk of expending their cultivation, tore open the spatial rift
leading to the mortal realm and entered the mortal realm.

After Omi arrived at the Mortal Realm and obtained the Shang Empire, of course, Omi didn’t want to
cause a stir, so he kept a low profile and went back.

Although it had only been five or six years since Omi had arrived in the Spirit World, it had already
been fifty or sixty years in the Mortal Realm. The first website m.kanshu8.net

Omi’s granddaughter, Shang Yang, had already reached her big limit, and so had Little Black.

Finally, Omi found Little Black’s son, Purple Pupil, and Little Fire.

Omi was going to bring Little Fire and Violet Pupil to the Spirit World.

Both Little Fire and Violet Pupil were still mortal bodies.Neither had yet evolved into dragons as well
as unicorns.

However, with Omi’s help, Little Fiery evolved into a Qilin and Purple Pupil changed into a dragon.

Afterwards, after accompanying Mu Qianji around in the Mortal Realm, he returned to the Spirit Realm
with Little Fire and Purple Pupil after about the same time.

The trip to the Mortal Realm ended quickly, and I won’t go into details about the process.

“Wow, is this the Spiritual Realm?The air is too good, is there an aura in all the air?”Little Fire took a
deep breath and said.



Zi Hitomi also said, “It’s really too wonderful, thank you Uncle Minister, for bringing us to the spirit
world.”Zi Hitomi looked at Omi with gratitude in her eyes.

“I could have descended earlier, but I’ve been unable to find the opportunity, but it’s not too late.At
this moment, you’ve all entered your spirit bodies, so I’ll spend some time first, help you refine your
spirit stones, and speed you to the Mahayana stage.”

“Brother Minister, is the Mahayana stage very strong?By the way, what’s the cultivation level of the
spiritual world?”Little Fire asked.

Omi rolled his eyes, what a white question, but Omi could understand that Omi didn’t know anything
when he first arrived at the Spiritual Realm.

Omi told the two of them about the realm of immortal cultivation first, and then, Omi would help
them refine the spirit stones.

In this way, it took ten days for Little Fire to transform from a newcomer to the Spiritual Realm into a
first stage Kirin Cultivator of the Mahayana stage.Purple Pupil also turned into a Mahayana first stage
Black Dragon.

Little Fire shook his body and suddenly transformed from a huge qilin beast into a human form, and
after transforming into a human form, he was a clear-looking young man with red lips and white teeth,
and a Grinch’s appearance.

“Haha, I can transform into human form.”Little Flame laughed incredulously.

Omi and Mu Qianji were stunned, obviously not expecting Little Fire to turn human-like after reaching
the Mahayana stage.

“Little Flame, how did you do that.”

“I don’t know, right, Purple Pupil, you try it too, it’s reasonable to say that you dragons, who have
reached the Mahayana stage, can also transform into human form, you just need to focus your
attention

Just transform your infant into a human form.”

“Okay, Uncle Fire, I’ll try.”

Purple Pupil gave this a try, and sure enough, he succeeded as well, transforming into a human, and
Purple Pupil turned into a young stout with a beard.”

“Ugh.”Omi was stunned when he saw Purple Pupil’s human form, if they hadn’t hallucinated, it would
have been impossible to imagine what their human form looked like.

“Haha, I made it too, thanks to Uncle Fire, I feel like it’s really convenient after I’ve apparated into a
human.By the way, why do I have so much beard ah, but Uncle Fire doesn’t.”Zi Hitomi said with a
depressed face.

Mu Qianji said, “As far as I know, any species with a higher rank can only transform into a human
appearance after they cultivate to the Divide Stage or above.The appearance you are currently
transforming into is what you were born with, that is, your human appearance was predestined from
birth, just like us humans, regardless of beauty or ugliness.”



“Oh, Aunt Thousand, so the way I look now, I’m among the handsome among humans?”Purple Hitomi
asked.

“Uh.”Mu Qianji was stunned and shook his head.

“Ah, my humanoid appearance doesn’t fall into the handsome category, ah.”Zi Hitomi was a bit
depressed.

Little Fire was also busy asking, “Sister-in-law, what about me?My humanoid appearance should be
among the handsome among humans, right?How does it compare to my brother?”

Mu Qianji said, “I won’t beat around the bush either, Little Fire’s appearance, too clear and elegant,
although not ugly, but not handsome either, not comparable to Omi ah, it’s not because he’s my man
I’m saying this, I’m just talking about it on a case by case basis, haha.”

“Oooh, why don’t you conjure me a handsome humanoid look.”Little Fire shouted in frustration.

Omi laughed, “Don’t pull these useless things, in the spirit world, without strength, no matter how
handsome you are, it’s useless, besides, you are in your beast form, what’s the point of being
humanoid.”

“Hehe, also.”

“Now you guys have also reached the Mahayana stage, let’s go to Zhu Bai City, bring my fifth uncle
with us, then we’ll go back to the Four Seas first.”

Mu Qianji said, “Originally, I thought that it would take us a year to complete these things, but it hasn’t
even been three months yet.The Rainbow Bridge of the Five Seas will take a year to open, so wouldn’t
we have to wait nine months before we can return to the Six Seas.”

“Well, I didn’t think it would be so soon, let’s go to the Four Seas first, I don’t know if Little White
Dragon she’s at Xia Xiaoxin’s house.”

Zi Pupil’s eyes lit up, busy saying, “Uncle Minister, what little white dragon?Is it my kind?”

“Yes, she’s also a dragon, a young dragon that was somehow left behind in the One Heavy Sea and was
adopted by me and a woman.”

“Wow, finally I can meet my own kind.”Purple Hitomi said with eyes full of anticipation.

: “Brother Chen, I’ve been a bachelor for many years, can I meet my own kind here?”

“I’m not sure about that, but I think there will be something.By the way, Little Fire, didn’t you used to
say that you had some sort of inherited memory?Now have you gained inherited memories?”

“Not yet, it’s so strange, I’m already at the Mahayana stage, but I still haven’t acquired the inherited
memories, could it be that the ancestor of my Qilin clan is a very awesome existence?”

“Maybe.”

Purple Pupil asked, “Uncle Minister, is there a dragon race in that spirit world?”

Mu Qianji said, “Of course there is, but we haven’t been there at the moment, and I heard that the
Dragon Clan is also in the Seven Heavy Sea.Although the Seven Heavy Seas are controlled by the five



major powers, the Dragon Clan and the Spirit Clan, however, have always existed, and the reason why
the Dragon Clan and the Spirit Clan haven’t dominated the Seven Heavy Seas is because the Dragon
Clan and the Dragon Clan, both of which are small in number, simply can’t form a scale anymore.I think
it will be clearer in the future when we reach the Seven Seas.”
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